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Speaker’s Topic: 

Good, Better, and Best Duct Design 

March 4, 2014 @ 5:30 pm 

 

   Speaker: Gerard L. Iacouzze  
     Technical Service Engineer - 
      National 
      McGill Airflow LLC  
      Bowie, Maryland 

 
   Cost:   Members $50.00 
                Non-members $55.00 
                YEA members $25.00 
                Students $5.00 
 
   Time:  4:30 pm Board of Governors Meeting 
 5:30 pm Registration 
 6:30 pm Chapter Announcements, Dinner and 

Speaker to follow 
  
   Location:  Renaissance Woodbridge Hotel 
 515 US Highway 1 South 
 Iselin, NJ 08830 
  732-634-3600 
 
   RSVP:    REPLY@NJASHRAE.COM    
  (click on hotlink above to email) 
     or Call 732-218-7463 and leave a message  
 
 
 
 
 

Statements made in this publication are not the expressions of the 
Society or of the Chapter and shall not be reproduced without 

permission of the Chapter 

mailto:REPLY@NJASHRAE.COM?subject=NJ%20ASHRAE%20Dinner%20Meeting
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Board of Governors Message 
 

Dear Chapter Members, 

 
We have some exciting news to share with you this month.  Over the years,  
the NJ Chapter has managed its finances well, and has been able to set aside a fairly significant amount 
of money.  The intent of this set-aside money was to be able to payout a scholarship each year to a 
deserving student, simply from the income earned on the principal.  As you might imagine however, 
making financial investments that offer reasonable rates of return while minimizing the risk to principal is 
difficult.   
 

There is an entity called the ASHRAE Foundation (http://foundation.ashrae.biz/) that accepts endowed 
contributions from donors, and in turn uses the income from the endowed principal to fund various 
activities as specified by the donor.  By aggregating the investments of many endowment contributors 
over many years, The Foundation is able to payout reasonable and steady returns, and has had a very 
strong track record since its founding in 1994. 

 

I am pleased to announce that your Board of Governors has decided to make an endowed contribution of 
$60,000 to the ASHRAE Foundation for the purpose of offering an ongoing scholarship to a deserving 
student in the geography of the NJ Chapter (or in the larger NE region if no students apply locally).  The 
scholarship will be in the amount of $3,000 annually, and will begin in the 2015 calendar year.  

 

I’d like to commend and congratulate the preceding Boards of Governors of the NJ Chapter for having the 
foresight and discipline to begin this process.  It is because of our predecessors that this Board of 
Governors is able to make this significant leap forward.  So to all of you that have served on past Boards, 
I can simply say thank you!!! 

 

On a different note, we are honored to have Gerard Iacouzze from McGill Airflow speak with us at our 
March Chapter Meeting.  Gerald will be enlightening us on “Good, Better, Best” duct design and I really 
look forward to the education that he surely will provide us.  I hope to see many of you at the meeting. 
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2013—2014 Presidential Award of Excellence (PAOE) Summary 

Chapter 

Members  

Member 

Promotion 

Student 

Activities 

Research 

Promotion 
History 

Chapter 

Operations 
CTTC 

NJ Chapter 

PAOE Point 

Total 

Chapter 

Grassroots 

Government 

- Min = 500 Min = 300 Min = 800 Min = 100 Min = 400 Min = 450 Min = 3,050 Min = 500 

- Par = 800 Par = 500 Par = 1,050 Par = 300 Par = 1,000 Par = 1,050 Par = 5,650 Par = 650 

677 375 0 645 0 415 735 2220 50 

http://foundation.ashrae.biz/
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Dinner Speaker Bio 

 
Gerard L. Iacouzze 
Technical Service Engineer-National  
McGill Airflow LLC 
Bowie, Maryland 
 
Topic: Back to Basics; Good, Better and Best Duct Design 
Covers the basics, fundamentals, design and performance considerations, leakage and product 
choices. Energy savings via good duct design is highlighted along with comfort, environment, 
health and productivity and should appeal to both engineers and architects.  

 
Biography: 
Currently, Jerry is the Technical Service Engineer-National for McGill AirFlow LLC in Bowie, 
Maryland. He provides application engineering services to engineers, contractors, building owners, 
specifications writers and government engineers. During his 24 year career with McGill AirFlow, he 
has been responsible for sales, training, application engineering and liaison services.  
  
Prior to his current position, he was vice president of GLI Associates which was a management 
consulting firm providing services to trade associations, utilities, contractors and manufacturers.  
 
His experience in the duct and HVAC equipment field spans over 40 years with positions as the 
associate technical director of Sheet Metal and Air Conditioning Contractors National Association 
(SMACNA)/National Environmental Balancing Bureau (NEBB) and Gas Appliance Manufacturers 
Association (GAMA). Early in his career, he designed HVAC systems as a design engineer. He served 
on ASHRAE Duct Design Committee TC5.2, and Central Forced Air Heating and Cooling Systems 
Committee TC6.3. Additionally, he served on the ASHRAE Standards Committee and the Standards 
Project Committee which developed test standards for furnaces and boilers.  
 
He has authored and co-authored 12 manuals, standards and duct construction documents. He 
holds a degree in mechanical engineering from West Virginia University; studied computer 
applications and HVAC equipment. Mr. Iacouzze is a member of ASHRAE and the National Capitol 
Chapter of Washington, DC.  
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Date Speaker Topic Theme 

October 1, 2013 
Scott Adams 
CaptiveAire 

 
Commercial Kitchen 

Ventilation 

 

Welcome Back 

November 5, 2013 

 
Lew Harriman, FASHRAE 
Mason-Grant Consulting 

 

 
Diagnosing & Fixing 

Humidity Control Problems 
in Real World Buildings 

 

Past President’s Night 

December 3, 2013 
Rudolf Zaengerle, Ph.D. 

Konvekta USA, Inc. 

High Performance Run 
Around Energy Recovery 

Systems 
- 

January 8, 2014 
Mark Ames, ASHRAE Senior 

Manager of Federal 
Government Affairs 

Energy Efficiency 
Legislation: How Will 
Congressional Action 

Affect Your Business and 
the Building Industry 

Broadly 

Joint Meeting With  
NJ ASPE & NJ MCA 

February 4, 2014 

 
Robert Rybka 

Belimo 
 

Low Delta Ton CHW 
Systems 

Research Promotion  
Night 

March 4, 2014 
Gerry Iacouzze 
United McGill 

Good, Better and Best 
Duct Design 

Back to Basics Night, 
Membership & History 

Night 

April 1, 2014 

 
Daniel Int-Hout & Keith 

Miller 
Krueger & Samuel Tepp 

Associates 
 

Comparing and contrasting 
Hospital Operating Room, 

Laboratory, and Clean 
Room Air Distribution, and 

General Air Distribution 
(Inductive vs. Non-
Inductive) Systems 

Student & YEA Night 

May 6, 2014 
Robert Feduik PE, LEED 

BD+C 
Carrier Corporation 

2013 Code Challenge 
 

Installation of New 
Officers & Scholarship 

Award 

June 2014 Golf Outing 
To Benefit ASHRAE 
Research Promotion 

- 

June 2014 Summer Social Significant Other Night - 



February Meeting Recap 
 
Topic: Low Delta T on Chilled Water Systems 

 

Held: February 4, 2014 at the Renaissance Woodbridge Hotel 
 
Speaker: Robert Rybka 
 Belimo Americas 
 Regional Application Consultant, Northeas 
 

 

Many thanks to Bob for presenting to the Chapter on this topic. His presentation was very 
thorough and covered the issue of low delta T on chilled water systems that was recently 
conducted at a major university in the Northeast.  

  
Presentation:  
BELIMO and MIT presented their Beta site finding at the (IDEA) International District Energy 
Association Conference in Washington DC. The Beta site results were realized by correcting 
low chilled water delta T at each AHU in one building. 
  
The presentation demonstrates how a coil flowing at 6 degrees delta T adds no additional 
air conditioning than when the water is at 12 degrees delta T. The system is simply 
overflowing and over pumping. 
  
MIT had a study done showing a 1.4 million dollar potential savings (entire campus) by 
correcting chilled water delta T from 6 degrees to 12 degrees (12= designed). We also 
address the causes of low delta T and how to correct it. Plant low delta T not only causes 
chilled water over-pumping, additional chillers, condenser pumps and fans have to start.  
  
The Belimo Energy Valve is a pressure independent valve with two water temperature 
sensors for sensing supply and return water temperature. The pressure independent 
(Magnetic Flow Meter) will dynamically balance your hydronic system and dramatically 
correct overflow. The temperature sensors will fine tune the control to an exact delta T. 
The chilled/hot water system can now operate as designed. 
  
The valve is quantifiable. Data is available to your BMS through BacNet, Modbus, DDC and 
Ethernet. The Energy Valve also stores 13 months’ worth of data including, GPM, Delta T 
water, BTU, Energy and Position that can be collected using Excel. This valve can be 
operated without adding additional points to you BMS. 
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Bob During His Presentation.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Bob Reviewing the Low Delta T Topic 
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ASHRAE Winter Conference Resource Promotion Awards 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Pictured above at the President’s Luneon held at the ASHRAE Conference is Jim Sarno, John 
Tellefsen, President of ASHRAE William P. “Bill” Bahnfleth, Chris Phelan, Michelle Contri, and Dave 

Halko 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Pictured above: Jim Sarno, John Tellefsen, Chris Phelan, Michelle Contri, and Dave Halko 
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ASHRAE Publishes 2013 Editions of Refrigerant Safety Standards 
 
ATLANTA – The 2013 editions of ASHRAE’s major refrigerants-related standards, incorporating  41 new 
addenda, have been published. 
 
Requirements in ANSI/ASHRAE Standard 34-2013, Designation and Safety Classification of Refrigerants, and 
ANSI/ASHRAE Standard 15-2013, Safety Standard for Refrigeration Systems, complement each other in that 
Standard 34 describes a shorthand way of naming refrigerants and assigns safety classifications based on 
toxicity and flammability data. Standard 15 establishes rules for safe application in equipment and systems 
when the refrigerant classification system.  ASHRAE sells the standards as a set. 
 
Standard 34-2013 contains the 2010 standard and 36 published addenda. Among the key changes 
incorporated into the standard are: 
 

 assignment of designations and safety classifications for one new single compound refrigerant and 14 new 
refrigerant blends. 

 changed the refrigeration concentration limits (RCL) values of 19 refrigerants listed in the 2010 standard 
to comply with more current methodology. 

 changed the flammability safety classifications of four refrigerants from Class 2 to Subclass 2L, based on 
optional burning velocity measurement data. 

 added Toxicity Code Classification assignments for 18 refrigerants that had been unassigned in the 2010 
standard. 

 clarified methodology for conducting flammability tests and for determination of fractionated 
compositions for flammability testing. 

  updated methodology by which the heat of combustion is calculated for refrigerant blends, and provided 
heat of combustion calculation examples for refrigerant blends. 

 defined requirements that applicants shall provide evidence of the existence of an azeotropic blend, if 
requesting an R-500 series designation. 

 modified sections of the standard to add bubble-point and dew-point definitions and test conditions, 
clarified applicant documentation requirements related to GLP compliance and added critical pressure data 
and specific volume calculation methodology for applicant submissions. 
Standard 15 contains the 2010 standard plus five published addenda. Key changes to the standard include: 

 clarification of the location requirements for machinery room mechanical ventilation. 

 clarification that design pressure is expressed in terms of relative pressure or gauge pressure (not 
absolute pressure). 

 wording to ensure the standard more closely harmonizes with the 2012 International Mechanical Code 
(IMC) section 1101.10. 
 
Standard 15-2013 and Standard 34-2013 are sold together. The cost is $107 ($89, ASHRAE members). To 
order, contact ASHRAE Customer Contact Center at 1-800-527-4723 (United States and Canada) or 404-636-
8400 (worldwide), fax 678-539-2129, or visit www.ashrae.org/bookstore. 

 
 

Full Conference Program Announced for ASHRAE’s Hot Climate Conference in 
Qatar 

 
ATLANTA— The full program has been announced for the First International Conference on Energy and Indoor 
Environment for Hot Climates, and includes four keynote addresses, three internationally-organized special 
sessions, 13 conference paper sessions and 43 papers.  In all, some 60 presentations on latest trends, new 
ideas, research and applications of energy efficiency in high ambient temperature climates. 

 
(continued on next page) 

 
 

http://www.ashrae.org/bookstore
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(continued) Full Conference Program Announced for ASHRAE’s Hot Climate 
Conference in Qatar 

 
Organized by ASHRAE, the ASHRAE Qatar Oryx Chapter and the Qatar Environment and Energy Research 
Institute (QEERI), the Conference takes place Feb. 24-26, 2014, in Doha, Qatar. It is endorsed by the United 
Nations Environment Programme (UNEP), the Chartered Institution of Building Services Engineers (CIBSE), the 
Federation of European Heating and Air-Conditioning Associations (REHVA), the International Association of 
Plumbing and Mechanical Officials (IAPMO), and co-sponsored by the Air-Conditioning, Heating, and 
Refrigeration Institute (AHRI) and the Qatar University College of Engineering. 
 
For the conference schedule and to register, visit www.ashrae.org/hotclimates. 
 
The conference features papers that will be presented in the following topics: 
 

 Modeling Building Load 

 HVAC System Operation 

 Sustainable Buildings 

 HVAC Technology 

 Thermal Comfort 

 Renewable Energy Technologies 

 Systems for Improving Indoor Environmental Quality 

 Building Envelopes 

 HVAC System Performance 

 Unique Applications 

 Refrigerant Performance 

 Healthy Indoor Environments 
The conference also features keynote presenters, including: 
 

 Traditional Technology for Modern Problems: Re-energizing Wind Towers, Ben Richard Hughes, Ph.D., 
associate professor of building physics, School of Civil Engineering, University of Leeds 

 Solar Cooling in Hot Climates, Stephen White, Ph.D., Energy for Buildings Manager, CSIRO Energy 
Flagship Program leader, Low Carbon Living Cooperative Research Centre, Newcastle, Australia 

 Integrating Indoor Air Quality and Energy Efficiency in Buildings,  ASHRAE President Bill Bahnfleth, 
Ph.D., P.E., Fellow ASHRAE, ASME Fellow, professor of Architectural Engineering and director of the Indoor 
Environment Center at The Pennsylvania State University, University Park, Pa. 
 
The World Health Organization (WHO) will present a session on indoor environments and health, covering 
general perspectives on health and indoor environments; housing and health; health based guidelines on 
indoor air quality; and the health aspect of energy use in indoor environments. 
 
UNEP is hosting a special session with regional research centers to present updates on projects and research 
findings related to IAQ and energy efficiency, followed by a panel discussion. 
 
A look at future HVAC&R technology presented by major companies is hosted by the Qatar Oryx Chapter and 
AHRI. 
 
The conference proceedings will be distributed to conference attendees onsite and is included in the 
registration fee.  The registration fee is $600 ($500, ASHRAE members). 

 

 

http://www.ashrae.org/hotclimates
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NJ ASHRAE CHAPTER— SCHOLARSHIPS 
 

Welcome to the 2013-2014 school year! If you work with or know of a student who is studying mechanical 
engineering, enrolled in an HVAC program, and meets the requirements listed below, have them contact Jim Sarno, NJ 
ASHRAE Scholarship Chair. 
 
Scholarship Eligibility Requirements 
High School Seniors 
High School Seniors that have been acc3epted into a Mechanical Engineering degree program at college, university, or 
technical school. 
 
Students Enrolled in Two-Year Program 
They must be full or part-time students who have complete a minimum of 25% of the required curriculum.  
They must be students in a curriculum that grants an AAS degree, preferably in HVAC&R technology, includes at least 
two (2) courses in this discipline. 
They must have a grade point average higher than 3.0. They shall direct the school to forward a certified copy of their 
academic transcript directly to the committee. They must sign a release form that permits the Selection Committee to 
examine their academic transcript. 
The Chair of their department or their academic advisor must provide a letter of recommendation for the award.  
They must complete and submit a minimum 500-word essay describing their education goals and objectives, and how 
they expect their career to evolve. 
 
Students Enrolled In Four-Year Programs 
They must be full or part-time students who have completed a minimum of 25% of the required curriculum in a school 
that grants a Bachelor’s degree. The student must have successfully completed at least two (2) courses in HVAC&R 
fundamentals and exhibit a sincere interest in pursuing an HVAC&R related career. 
They must have a grade point average higher than 3.0. 
They shall direct the school to forward a certified copy of their academic transcript directly to the committee. They 
must sign a release form, which permits the selection Committee to examine their academic must provide a letter of 
recommendation for the award.  
They must complete and submit a minimum 500-word essay describing their educational goals and objectives, and 
how they expect their career to evolve. 
 
Graduate Students 
They must be a full-time student enrolled in a HVAC&R related program. 
They must have a grade point average higher than 3.0. They shall direct the School to forward a certified copy of their 
academic transcript directly to the committee. They must sign a release form that permits the Selection Committee to 
examine their academic transcript. 
The Chair of their department or their academic advisor must provide a letter of recommendation for the award. 
They must complete and submit a minimum 500-word essay describing their educational goals and objective, and how 
they expect their career to evolve. 
 
General Requirements 
Applicant shall live and/or be matriculating at a school in the NJ ASHRAE region. Relatives of ASHRAE members are 
eligible to apply and be considered for scholarships. 
For additional information contact Jim Sarno jsarno@ski-pe.com or call 732-938-2666 ext: 112 
 

The deadline for submitting a completed application package for the NJ Chapter 
Scholarship is March 14, 2014 

For additional scholarship opportunities available from ASHRAE visit the link below. 
http://www.ashrae.org/students/page/1271 
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Mother Nature Can’t Stop High Attendance for ASHRAE Conference, AHR Expo 

 
ATLANTA—Even Winter Storm Janus couldn’t deter the thousands of attendees of the ASHRAE 2014 Winter 
Conference. In spite of the snow storm, the Conference, held Jan. 18-22, in New York City., saw over 2,800 
attendees. 
 
Additionally, the ASHRAE co-sponsored AHR Expo, held in conjunction with the Conference, saw record 
numbers. According to Show organizer International Exposition Company, a total of over 61,000 attendees 
(42,991 visitors and 18,219 exhibitor personnel) registered for the 2014 AHR Expo. HVACR professionals from 
all 50 states and over 130 countries braved the elements to see the latest products and technologies on display 
from over 1,900 exhibiting companies from around the world. Pending verification, these figures make the 
2014 AHR Expo the event with the highest registered attendance in the history of the exposition. 
 
The Conference’s Technical Program ranked high in attendance, addressing trends in tall building, 
international design and building information systems, to name just a few topics.  Individual top-attended 
sessions in the technical program were “Commercial Building Energy Efficiency and High Performance HVAC,” 
which was a student sponsored session; “Designs for Thermal Comfort and Energy Savings: Real Practices in 
School and Office Buildings;” “Efficient Technologies That Are Also Economically Sustainable, Part 3 of 3: 
Thermal Energy Storage (TES) and Complementary Options;” “Effective Best Practices for Successful Building 
Systems Commissioning;” and “Getting to Green: Where's the Value in ‘Next Level’ Operations and Retro-cx? 
And your Energy Audit is Worthless...or is it?” 
 
Also offered were a combined 23 courses—eight Professional Development Seminars and 15 Short Courses—from 
the ASHRAE Learning Institute. The most popular offerings among the Short Courses were “High-Performance 
Building Design: Applications & Future Trends;” the new “Designing High-Performance Healthcare HVAC 
Systems;” “Troubleshooting Humidity Control Problems;” and “Energy Efficiency in Data Center.” Popular 
Professional Development Seminars included “Commercial Building Energy Audits;” “Energy Modeling Best 
Practices & Applications;” and the new “Introduction to Building Enclosure Commissioning.” 
 
Among the top selling publications were “ASHRAE GreenGuide, 4th ed.;” “HVAC Design Guide for Hospitals and 
Clinics, 2nd ed.;” “Refrigeration Commissioning Guide;” “Pocket Guide, 8th ed.;” “District Heating Guide;” 
ANSI/ASHRAE Standard 62.1-2013, Ventilation for Acceptable Indoor Air Quality; ANSI/ASHRAE/IES Standard 
90.1-2013 (I-P), Energy Standard for Buildings Except Low-Rise Residential Buildings; and ANSI/ASHRAE/ASHE 
Standard 170-2013, Ventilation of Health Care Facilities. 
 
ASHRAE’s 2014 Annual Conference takes place in Seattle, Wash., June 28-Jul. 2. More information can be 
found at www.ashrae.org/seattle. 
 
 

http://www.ashrae.org/seattle
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ASHRAE Spring Online Courses Cover Significant Updates to 90.1-2010, Career 
Enhancement 

 
ATLANTA – Expert knowledge of sustainable techniques is in demand and the 13 online courses being offered 
this spring through the ASHRAE Learning Institute (ALI) allow professionals to keep up with the latest industry 
trends. 

 
Participants can access these instructor-led courses from anywhere with an Internet connection, and earn 
continuing education units/professional development hours for each course completed. 

 
New this spring is the short course “Significant Changes to Standard 90.1-2010,” on May 14. This course 
provides an in-depth overview of the standard and answers questions about changes from previous editions in 
envelope, lighting and mechanical sections.  

 
“90.1-2010 represents the biggest change in the standard since it became a code document in 1999,” Mack 
Wallace, course instructor, said. “The 2010 standard contains over 100 changes from the 2007 version and 
decreases energy use in buildings by around 30 percent as compared to buildings built to the 2004 standard.” 

 
Additionally, 90.1-2010 was recognized by the Department of Energy as the new national energy standard, 
meaning that the numerous jurisdictions are beginning to adopt the standard. 
 
“Each of the states will be required to adopt some form of 90.1 for use on commercial buildings” Wallace said. 
“The focus of these government organizations will now move to compliance with the standard. All building 
design professionals will need to be familiar with the new standard as it becomes law.” 
 
The course also is part of ASHRAE’s Career Enhancement Curriculum, which focuses on IAQ Practices and 
Energy Savings (ES) Practices. The program is a new way to help professionals expand their knowledge in 
specific areas of HVAC&R and advance their careers. 
 
The courses offered this spring cover a variety of topics relevant to today’s built environment, including: 
 Commissioning 

 “Commissioning Process in New and Existing Buildings, Parts 1 & 2” (March 26, April 2) 
 Environmental Quality 

 “IAQ Best Practices for Design, Construction and Commissioning” IAQ Practices (May 1) 

 “Troubleshooting Humidity Control Problems” IAQ Practices (March 24) 

   
 Energy Efficiency 

 “Commercial Building Energy Audits, Parts 1 & 2” (April 28, 30) 
 “Basics of High-Performance Building Design” (May 8, 2014) 
 “Energy Modeling: Best Practices and Applications, Parts 1 & 2” (May 5, 12) 
 NEW “Evaluation Methods for High-Performance Green Buildings” (May 7) 

 HVAC Applications 
 “Introduction to BACnet®” (April 14) 
 “Designing High-Performance Healthcare Facilities” (April 23) 

 Standards & Guidelines 
 “Complying with Standard 90.1-2013, Parts 1 & 2” ES Practices (April 7, 9) 
 “Fundamentals and Application of Standard 55” IAQ Practices (March 31) 
 “Fundamental Requirements of Standard 62.1-2013” IAQ Practices (March 12) 
 NEW “Significant Changes to Standard 90.1-2010” ES Practices (May 14) 
 

ALI courses provide professional development through in-depth information that is timely, practical and 
advanced beyond a fundamental level. Courses are offered every spring and fall. 

 

For pricing or to register, visit www.ashrae.org/onlinecourses.  

https://www.ashrae.org/education--certification/instructor-led-courses/ashrae-career-enhancement-curriculum-program
https://www.ashrae.org/education--certification/instructor-led-courses/ashrae-career-enhancement-curriculum-program
https://www.ashrae.org/education--certification/instructor-led-courses/ashrae-career-enhancement-curriculum-program
http://www.ashrae.org/onlinecourses
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Proposed Addendum to Green Standard Seeks to Ensure Sustainability Through 
Biodiversity 

 
ATLANTA – Ensuring sustainability of ecosystems through protection of plants, soil and water and increased 
habitat for native birds and insects is the goal of proposed requirements to the green building standard from 
ASHRAE, the U.S. Green Building Council (USGBC) and the Illuminating Engineering Society (IES). 
 
“The intent of the proposal is to maintain or restore a minimum level of biodiversity including bio-diverse 
plantings, native plants and limited turfgrass,” Anthony Floyd, a member of the Standard 189.1 committee, 
said. “Supporting and maintaining the biodiversity is critical to the long term health and sustainability of 
ecosystems of which humans and all life depend on for existence. Sustainable development recognizes and 
attempts to account for the interdependencies of ecosystems in the human built environment. Hence, Standard 
189.1 addresses biodiversity at the building site level in recognition of these interdependencies.” 

 
ANSI/ASHRAE/USGBC/IES Standard 189.1-2011, Standard for the Design of High-Performance, Green 
Buildings Except Low-Rise Residential Buildings, covers key topical areas of site sustainability, water-use 
efficiency, energy efficiency, indoor environmental quality and the building’s impact on the atmosphere, 
materials and resources.  
 
Proposed addendum bg revises the Native Plant definition, clarifies the Plants section by renaming it 
Landscape Design, and requires a minimum area of the landscape to be native plants. Overall addendum bg is 
a clean up to the existing section, according to Floyd. 
 
Addendum bg is open for public comment, along with four other addenda, until March 9, 2014. To comment or 
learn more, visit www.ashrae.org/publicreviews. 
 
“Native plants provide habitat (food and protection) for animals (pollinating insects, birds, mammals, etc.) that 
non-native plants have not evolved to provide,” Susan Gitlin, also a member of the Standard 189.1 committee, 
said. “The benefits that native plants provide are irreplaceable and essential in our ecological systems. The 
vast majority of human-built landscapes use lawns and other plants that have been sourced and cultivated in 
such a way that they have minimal benefits for any wildlife, e.g., the leaves are not those that caterpillars have 
evolved to eat, and without the caterpillars, birds are not provided with that essential protein source.” 

 
The other addenda open for review are: 
 

 Addendum al, which will match requirements for opaque wall assemblies in Climate Zones 1 through 3 to\ 

 ANSI/ASHRAE/IES 90.1-2013, Energy Standard for Buildings Except Low-Rise Residential Buildings. 

 Addendum w, which provides bicycle parking design requirements. 

 Addendum bk , which adds a fan-efficiency requirement that is slightly more stringent than the fan-
efficiency section in ANSI/ASHRAE/IES 90.1-2013, Energy Standard for Buildings Except Low-Rise 
Residential Buildings. 

 Addendum bm, which adds more building components and clarifies salvaged material requirements in 
Section 9.4.1.1 Recycled Content. 

 
 

http://www.ashrae.org/publicreviews
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New ASHRAE, Green Grid Publication Provides Background on Data Center Metrics 
 

ATLANTA— Power usage effectiveness (PUE™) has become the industry-preferred and globally 
adopted metric for measuring the energy efficiency of data centers. In response to this demand, 
ASHRAE and The Green Grid have published “PUE™: A Comprehensive Examination of the 
Metric.” 
 

This is the 11
th
 book in the Datacom Series of publications from ASHRAE Technical Committee 

(TC) 9.9, Mission Critical Facilities, Data Centers, Technology Spaces and Electronic 
Equipment.  ASHRAE TC 9.9 collaborated with The Green Grid on the book. 
 

“Our primary goal is to provide the data center industry with unbiased, vendor neutral data in an 
understandable and actionable way and this latest publication on the PUE metric does exactly 
that,” Don Beaty, publication subcommittee chair of TC 9.9, said. “We want to ensure that data 
center designers, owners and operators have access to information that enables them to make 
informed and educated decisions based on their business needs and value systems.” 
 

For this book, all previously published material related to PUE was consolidated and augmented 
with new material. The content includes detailed information on procedures for calculating, 
reporting and analyzing PUE measurements, plus quick references to other resources in print 
and online. The intention is that a broad audience—from those implementing and reporting data 
center metrics seeking in-depth application knowledge and resources to executives hoping to 
gain a higher level of understanding of the concepts surrounding PUE—can easily grasp the 
guidance offered. 
 

"Data centers are complex systems for which power and cooling remain key issues facing IT 
organizations today,” John Tuccillo, chairman of the board for The Green Grid Association, said. 
“The Green Grid Association's PUE metric has been instrumental in helping data center owners 
and operators better understand and improve the energy efficiency of their existing data centers, 
as well as helping them make better decisions on new data center deployments.” 
 

PUE was first defined by The Green Grid, a non-profit, open industry consortium of end users, 
policy makers, technology providers, facility architects and utility companies working to improve 
the resource efficiency of information technology and data centers throughout the world. 
 

The cost of “PUE: A Comprehensive Examination of the Metric” is $59 ($50 ASHRAE members).  
To order, contact ASHRAE Customer Contact Center at 1-800-527-4723 (United States and 
Canada) or 404-636-8400 (worldwide), fax 678-539-2129, or click here. 
 
 

http://bit.ly/MuQz90
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GGAC Regional and Chapter Activities 

 
Jon Symko, Grassroots Government Activities (GGAC) Regional Vice-Chair (RVC) for Region VIII, 
organized a conference call for the GGAC Chairs in Texas. This call, the first since GGAC became 
an official committee of ASHRAE, is to begin the crucial work of organizing our members in their 
local areas. Of particular interest were recently enacted pieces of legislation from the Texas 
legislature and making sure that the Governor issues a proclamation recognizing Engineers’ Week.  
 
In North Carolina, the GGAC Chair for the Triangle Chapter, R. Timothy Ashby, recently issued a 
letter to NC Governor Patrick McCrory urging him to oppose any measures that may propose 
pushing the building and safety code update cycle back or reverting to earlier versions of the 
codes. 
 
Interested in getting involved in grassroots government activities, or have some information you’d 
like to pass along? Contact Jim Scarborough, ASHRAE’s Manager of Grassroots Government Affairs, 
at jscarborough@ashrae.org or 202-833-1830. 
 

Tenant Energy Efficiency Legislation Receives Bipartisan Approval by U.S. House 
Committee 

 
Tenants can consume 50 percent or more of their buildings’ total energy; as a result, the choices 
tenants and building occupants make significantly affect overall building efficiency. In recognition 
of this, the U.S. House Committee on Energy and Commerce recently approved the Better 
Buildings Act (H.R.2126) with strong bipartisan support from both Committee Chairman Fred Upton 
(R-MI) and the Senior-most Democrat of the Committee, Ranking Member Henry Waxman (D-CA). 
 
The Better Buildings Act, also referred to as “Tenant Star”, encourages landlords and tenants work 
together to improve energy efficiency by supporting best practices for high-performance tenant 
“fit-outs” that more closely meet tenants’ needs without over-building. The Act would also 
establish a new voluntary “Tenant Star” program. Modeled after the highly successful ENERGY 
STAR label, this program would create energy efficiency recognition opportunities for commercial 
building tenants. 
 
The Better Buildings Act would also encourage the U.S. General Services Administration (GSA) to 
develop model leasing provisions to help catalyze greater cooperation between private sector 
building owners and federal tenants on energy efficiency. 
 
The Act is supported by a wide range of stakeholders and technical societies (including ASHRAE), 
who sent a letter to Committee on this bill. 
 
The bill was introduced by Representatives David McKinley (R-WV) - one of the few engineers in 
Congress – and Peter Welch (D-VT). Representatives McKinley and Welch serve as the Co-Chairs of 
the High-Performance Building Congressional Caucus, which was formed to heighten awareness 
and inform policymakers about the major impact buildings have on our health, safety and welfare 
and the opportunities to design, construct and operate high-performance buildings that reflect our 

concern for these impacts. 

The Caucus is supported by the High-Performance Building Congressional Caucus Coalition 
(HPBCCC). The HPBCCC is a private sector group of over 200 organizations representing a uniquely 
wide array of stakeholders. The Coalition is Co-Chaired by Doug Read, ASHRAE’s Director of 

Government Affairs and Dain Hansen, IAPMO’s Vice President of Government Relations. 

http://www.discovere.org/
mailto:jscarborough@ashrae.org
http://beta.congress.gov/bill/113th-congress/house-bill/2126?q=%7B%22search%22%3A%5B%22hr2126%22%5D%7D
http://energycommerce.house.gov/sites/republicans.energycommerce.house.gov/files/letters/hr2126/20140127Coalition.pdf
http://www.hpbccc.org/
http://hpbccc.org/coal.php
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Energy Efficiency May Become Lower Priority in U.S. Senate Following 

Committee Leadership Change 
 

Earlier this week the U.S. Senate confirmed Senator Max Baucus (D-MT) as the new U.S. 
Ambassador to China. As a result, Senator Baucus will leave the Senate – and his Chairmanship of 
the Senate Finance Committee. Senator Ron Wyden (D-OR) will become the new Finance 
Committee Chair and concurrently step down from his post as Chairman of the Senate Energy and 
Natural Resources Committee – the committee with jurisdiction over energy efficiency legislation 
such as Shaheen-Portman. 
 
Senator Mary Landrieu (D-LA) will become the new Chair of the Energy and Natural Resources 
Committee, and will likely encourage the Committee to work on issues most important to her and 
Louisiana. While Senator Landrieu supports energy efficiency, it is not one of her top priorities. 
Instead, she will likely be more focused on oil, gas, and related issues. 

 
The change in Committee leadership certainly does not spell the end for energy efficiency 
legislation such as Shaheen-Portman, however some pressure for Senate action may be lost as 
Senators focus on their new leadership roles. The end result will be that energy efficiency 
proponents will have to work extra hard to get Shaheen-Portman passed in the Senate. 

 
Secretary of the U.S. Department of Energy Addresses Nation’s Energy Policy 

 
Recently ASHRAE staff had the pleasure of hearing Dr. Ernest Moniz, Secretary of the U.S. 
Department of Energy, at the 2014 Energy Policy Outlook Conference sponsored by the National 
Association of State Energy Officials (NASEO). Coming shortly after President Barack Obama’s 
State of the Union Address, Dr. Moniz highlighted a number of comments from the President’s 
speech that emphasized energy independent, renewables and productivity.   
 
Of particular interest was his comment regarding the diversity needed in a national energy policy. 
It is important, he said, that the nation’s energy policy not be monolithic in its approach. Rather, 
the diversity in our states and regions will oblige us to create a policy that allows for this 
diversity.  

https://www.ashrae.org/government-affairs/government-affairs-updates/government-affairs-update-09-13-2013#1
http://www.naseo.org
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January/February Meeting Minutes 
 
 

President’s Report; Scott Smith 
 Discussions regarding the Endowed Gift Agreement 
 
COMMITTEE REPORTS: 
CTTC & Programs; Jim Sarno 
 Jim to confirm next month’s combined ASHRAE/MCA meeting schedule 
 The membership expressed interest in a longer presentation by Lew Harriman on building humidity problems 

and solutions.  It has been discussed to hold a longer technical presentation by Lew on the same day as the 
upcoming Ethics training class. 

 Jim Rosetti provided an update on the Ethics training class.  The professor from Rutgers has agreed to provide 
the technical training class.  Rutgers has requested additional information (i.e. anticipated date, no. of 
attendees, and class location).  It was discussed by the BOG to consider March 12th or March 19th 2014, 
estimate (60) attendees, and identify either Eatontown (DLB Associates office or Trane NJ in Parsippany).  
Trane to confirm if either of these dates is feasible. 

 
Membership Promotion; Scott Smith 
There are 674 current members 
 
Research Promotion (new name is Resource Promotion); Scott Smith 
 SS & CP stated that if the Chapter contributes 30% of their annual Chapter Endowment Fund goal by 12/31/13 it 

results in PAOE points. 
 There is a motion from JS with a second by CP to write a check to achieve the Chapter’s 30% goal for Resource 

Promotion to the NJ Chapter Endowment Fund.   
 SS handed out the ASHRAE Foundation Endowed Gift Agreement for an open discussion and review by the 

BOG 
 It was discussed that the Chapter may only be able to give (1) scholarship  
 SS recommended the possibility of including the scholarship criteria within the Endowed Gift Agreement.  It was 

recommended to the Chapter that the scholarship criteria not be too complex. 
 It was discussed that if no recipient were to be found in NJ, the scholarship money would go to another Region 1 

Chapter. 
 The Chapter is permitted to offer additional scholarships from our Operating Fund as deemed by the BOG’s. 
 SS agreed to have additional discussions with the ASHRAE Foundation regarding the Endowed Gift Fund and 

will provide updates via email.  The goal is to have a final decision to proceed by the end of December 2013. 
 
Homepage Editor: Dorrie Mercurio 
 It was previously reported the updates had occurred.  They were completed after the last BOG on November 5, 

2013. 
 There was a motion to officially close the NJ ASHRAE Chapter Facebook page by JT and a second by JS 
 
Refrigeration; Dave Halko 
 Dave is in discussions with (2) potential sites and will confirm the tour in the future. 
 
Old Business:   
 The Chapter will continue to investigate the potential for allowing credit card payments for monthly dinner 

meetings. 
 
THERE WAS NO BOARD MTG. IN JAN.   
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Help Wanted 
 

HVAC designer/engineer wanted for Princeton, New Jersey consulting firm. Experience in 
design of HVAC systems for institutional and commercial buildings required. AutoCad 
proficiency is a must.  
Our firm provides full mechanical and electrical systems design services for a variety of 
building types, including theaters, government, university and historic structures. We 
have an emphasis on sustainable design and work with many of the area’s most prestigious 
institutions. 
Work is interesting and challenging in an informal atmosphere with opportunity for 
advancement. Full benefits are provided. 
Salary will be commensurate with experience. 

Principals only, please; no agencies. 

E-mail resumes to: 

Princeton Engineering Group, LLC 
contact@pegllc.com  
 

 

Help Wanted 
 

OUTSIDE SALES PERSON/ TERRITORY MANAGER NEEDED FOR 
NORTHERN, CENTRAL AND SOUTHERN NEW JERSEY    

 

Manufacturer’s Representative is seeking three Outside Sales positions for the heating & cooling 
industry calling on contractors, property management companies, industrial end users and 
wholesalers. 
 
Entry Level - No experience necessary 
Established Territory and cold calling for new accounts 
Valid Drivers License 
Computer Literate 
Strong Time Management and Communication Skills 
Territories available: Northern New Jersey 
                                  Central New Jersey           
                                  Southern New Jersey 
Paid Training Opportunities 
Base Salary PLUS Unlimited Commissions 
Life, Health Insurance and 401K offered 
Review after 90 days 
 
Drug Free Environment – Must Pass Drug Test 
Equal Opportunity Employer 
 
Please email resumes to:  arlened@eeequipment.com 
 
 

 

mailto:contact@pegllc.com
mailto:arlened@eeequipment.com
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Advertising Rates 
Newsletter Ad Includes: 

 Business Card ad in 3 Newsletters (next newsletter is March), will be published the end of the     
   month) 

COST: $75 
 
Website Ad Includes: 

 Business card ad on website for 1 year (starts month payment and business card are received) 

 Link to your website 
COST: $300 
 
Newsletter and Website Includes: 

 Business card ad in newsletters through June 2013 

 Business card ad on website for 1 year 

 Link to your website 
COST: $350 


